
OWCP TRAPS AND COMMON ERRORS 

  

1. Delayed filing or failing to meet YOUR deadlines in 
responding to OWCP at any step 
  You're a good worker; you don't want trouble; you don't know if it's bad 
enough to make a big deal about it; you're unsure because you have an 
underlying or previous condition that also contributed to it; it got worse 
over a period of time and you don't know if that's an on the job injury or 
not; you're afraid of being accused of filing a false claim if you lose your 
case.  All these things cause people to hesitate.        Weigh the 
consequences if you DON'T file when the time is right.   It can get worse. 
You can lose protections the law intended you to have.  LET YOUR 
DOCTOR DECIDE WHETHER IT IS WORK RELATED. 

 

2. Filing the wrong kind of claim, traumatic or occupational 
     
Form CA-550 # 7 
 
7.Is there a specific form to be used for reporting an injury? 
 
Form CA-1, "Federal Employee's Notice of Traumatic Injury and Claim for 
Continuation of Pay/Compensation" is the form to use when reporting a 
traumatic injury.  Form CA-2, "Federal Employee's Notice of Occupational 
Disease and Claim for Compensation," is the form for reporting an 
occupational disease. In addition, the employee should be given two 
copies of the appropriate checklist, Form CA-35A through H, for the 
disease claimed (specific checklists have been devised for various 
conditions in order to facilitate submission of evidence).  
 
Instructions attached to Forms CA-1 and CA-2 should be followed carefully. 
Form CA-1 should be filed within 30 days following the injury, and Form 
CA-2 should be filed within 30 days from the date the employee realized the 
disease or illness was caused or aggravated by the employment. The forms 
may be obtained from the employing agency or from OWCP. 
  



3. Not getting the receipt 
 
from CA-810 2-2. Traumatic Injury 
a. Notice of Injury--Form CA-1  
...... 
(3) Sign and return to the employee the receipt attached to Form CA-1 and 
give a copy of the form to the employee if requested; 
  

4. Using their doctor, getting stuck with the wrong doctor 
     Do your investigating BEFORE making your initial choice of physician 
(NEVER use the agency choice of doctors, unless you're unconscious in an 
emergency, and not then either).  Barb urges people to have the doctor 
lined up IN ADVANCE of injury--when you're hurting and injured is not a 
good time to think clearly.  ASK if they're willing to do the paperwork for 
OWCP and keep you advised.   Emergency doctor does not count as 
physician of record just because you went to ER, but if you return for an 
appointment he becomes your physician of record.  Any treating physician 
who is your physician of record can also make a referral to a board 
certified specialist who can be authorized additionally by OWCP.   Use 
specialists whenever possible.  It can be very difficult to switch physicians 
of record with OWCP, and OWCP does not pay physicians they have not 
authorized. (In occupational illness cases [not traumatic] you can use any 
doctors you choose with your own health insurance BEFORE the claim is 
accepted.  You're not stuck with one who's too busy to see you or do the 
paperwork.) 

  

5. Not explaining ALL the red tape to the doctor 
     Many times in the written reports to OWCP, the doctor is not specific 
enough about HOW the exact activities caused the medical condition.  This 
work connection statement can be especially critical in occupational illness 
cases, and in cases where your condition becomes worse unexpectedly, or 
you have a secondary condition as a result of the first.         You can't 
assume your doctor knows how to handle OWCP paperwork.   Explain IN 
ADVANCE about the paperwork needed from the doctor (including medical 
rationale for causal relationship), and their other duties to respond to 
OWCP.  Tell the doctor you want to pick up copies of all correspondence 
between them and OWCP, and be notified of all other contacts with your 
agency, OWCP, or an "intervention nurse"      Your doctor's statement of 



your medical limitations on CA-17 must cover ALL limitations.  This is what 
you have to refer to when you tell OWCP that a job offer is not within your 
limitations and therefore unsuitable.  Don't even think about arguing a 
limitation that your own doctor did not include on CA-17.       They will 
argue that pain per se is not a disabling condition.  Make sure your doctor 
cites the condition causing the pain, rather than the pain itself, as a limiting 
factor on your activities.   

6. Wrong procedure for return to work on light duty 
     Mistakes here can cost you your health as well as your job, home, and 
family.  Use the CA-810 procedures in Return to work issues 
link.  Accepting a phone offer of alleged "light duty", or accepting a written 
offer that is vague about exact duties fitting your doctor's limitations can 
leave you working in pain, worsening your condition, and losing 
protections.  Any discussion about the suitability of the work must be in 
writing between you and OWCP.  Your boss has no authority to cut your 
compensation; only OWCP can do that.  And only for the situation 
described in the CA-810.   It's not your supervisor you have to convince; 
it's OWCP.   

7. Not reporting all outside income when asked for on the 
forms 
Reporting employment income to OWCP - Bert Doyle, NALC  "Failure to 
report employment or to understate earnings while in receipt of OWCP 
compensation benefits can result in extremely serious if not devastating 
problems" 

8. Not doing all the things you have to do to keep COP or 
comp payments coming 
     There are traps for cutting off your payments, whether you're on COP or 
compensation.  Knowing where the traps are is the first step to avoiding 
them.  Conditions for not paying COP in CA-810 5-3. 
Controversion Conditions for ending COP in CA-810 5-6. Light Duty 
Assignments, and 5-8. Terminating COP 

9. Not taking the initiative at every stage of the process 
     The error of waiting for someone else to tell you what needs to be done, 
a supervisor, doctor, union, lawyer, or OWCP, not learning your rights and 
verifying everything by going to the regulations yourself.  Put everything in 
writing and keep copies of everything, in chronological order with most 
recent on top.  	  


